Total Art School Programme
In the total art school we offer an extensive programme on many
levels to the art students.
These levels, in order of importance are :
- the essentual or spiritual level
- the emotional and empathy level
- the vital and passionate level
- the creative and intuition level
- the intellectual level
- the material level

The levels are different aspects or tools to create succesfully an
“Artfield of total experience” . In the nex steps we will go more in
details to discripe the different levels from the lowest to the most
important level.
The material level.
On the material level you can learn how to work with many different
disciplines of art and creativity. Not only the dry technics to become a
professional handyman, but allso to feel the hidden possibilities and
karakter of a certain material as a medium for expression.
In the Total Art school the students can learn how to create and
express through:
: carving with different kinds of wood and stone, ect.

: modeling with different kind of soft mediums like, wax, clay,
gluesand, ect.
: covering layers with different kind of fluid mediums like, plaster,
lime, cement,
polyester, canosmose, geopolymer, ect.
: casting in moulds with plaster, glass, polyester, rubber and different
kind of

metals.
: decorating objects and surfaces in mosaic work with ceramik, wood,
coloured
glass, metal, stones, shells, bones, sand, ect.
: welding and solder with different kind of metal.
: decorating ojects and surfaces with different kid of paint.
: building with alternative and natural materials like, loam, adobe,
straw, sawdust,
bamboo, hemp/lime mixures, stoneplates, wood, sandbags,
geopolymer, ect.

: shaping and sewing with different kind of textiles, leather and
ropes
: constructing with wood, woodplates, bamboo, tires, metal,
rubberproducts,
steelwire, steel or nylon netting, ropes, concrete, reed, ect.
: drawing and designing in different kind of technics with pencils and

paints.
: technical mechanism with different tools and technical products.
The intellectual level
On a intellectual level you can learn about certain knowledge, that
was available in the early mysterieschools to understand the different
aspects of Total Art:

: sacret geometry and numberology.

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:

universal symbols and the effects on human consciousness.
natural logarithmes
law of polarity
processes of creation, manifestation, mirroring and dissolving.
basic astrologie and the influences of the surrounding cosmos.
Awareness and life-energy.
the law of attraction.
harmonising with orgon energy.

: the characteristics of the different elements, like earth, water, air,
fire, ect.

: and much more.
The creative and intuition level.
On the creative and intuition level you can learn how to find your
own way of expression in harmony with the team you work with. The
team, who is creating a certain “artfield of total experience” is like an
orchestra. In an orchestra every musician plays his own part, but the
piece of musik is expressed as one harmonic symphony. An “artfield
of total experience” is like an symphony with a fixed theme and a
certain intension, but with the difference that every total art artist is
allso the composer of the artfield.
Therefore it is important that the total Art artist learns how to
connect him/herself with the creative stream of the whole artfield.
The student has to learn how to be intuitive and receptive for his
own part, but allso to be open for the impulses of the other members
of the team. There are a lot of playfull technics to help the students
to bring the energy of a project to a focus point, fromwhere every
member can find his own part of creative expression, but still in
harmony with the other parts and the whole artfield.

The purpose of the different technics are to losen up the boundaries
of the ego, to open up the narrow box of personal limitations and
fixed programmes and cling in to a field of multiple possibilities, to
become aware of blokking conditionings and fears and to open up for
new inspiration and new way of expression.
The technics used in our programme on this level are:
- Inner journey : a relaxationtechnic to stimulate the inner vision and
a well-aimed visualization.
- No-Mind Gibberish: cleaning of the confusing and disturbing inner
noise of the mind.
- Schwetlogde : an traditional native ceremony for cleaning of old
emotions hidden in the subconscious.
- Ritual Bodypositions: a shamanistic ritual to connect with certain
field of creative inspiration and new visions.
- Mantra singing: a spiritual technik by repetitive singing to bring the
team into a harmonic energyfield.
- Trance dance: a special dance to create a state of trance to open
up the channels of creative visions.
- Soefi-dance: a group dance to connect with eachother on a
heartlevel.
- Mandala group painting: playfull painting in certain pattern to
become receptive for the group energystream.
- Hugging from the heart: exercise to open up the heartenergy of the
group.
- and much more.
The vital and passionate level
On the vital and passionate level you can learn how to turn on your
inner fire.
There is no creation without passion and vital live-energy. The light
of the moon is just a reflexion of the sun and makes sleepy. The sun
itself is the source of radiation, activity, vitality and passionate
expression. We will stimulate you to activate your inner sun, your
vital source in sychonicity with the outer sun.

On this level your allso will experience the big difference between
leaking energy and overflowing energy. Leaking energy is full of fear,
leads to depression, a burn-out, a zombie-like way of life without any
meaning and without the joy of sharing your creativity. Overflowings
energy streams with the advantures flow of life, full of exitment,
inviting new impressions, new experiences with the passionate wish
to transform them in your own origional charismatic expressions to
turn on the whole world.
The technics used in our programme on this level are:
- Chakra-breathing: intensive breathing exercise to rise the vital
energy.
- Tribe-dance : wild groupdance around an open fire to awake the
inner sun.
- Bioenergetic exercises: special exercises to remove energy blocks
out of the body and to clean the energetic body.

- Catharsis exercises: expression of tension, frustration and anger on
special devices to clean the subconscious of energyblokking
programmes.
- Firewalk: walking bearfooted on red-hot charcoal to awake the
energyflow.
- Soefi-circledance : energetic dance to prepare the body for free
streaming
lifeenergy.
- Orgon-lodge: stimulating lifeenergy by relaxation in a special
device.
- and much more.
The emotional and empathy level
On a emotional level you can learn how to feel the essence of an
“Total Art Artwork and how to become more aware of its energetic
expression. Your ability to feel without the interruption of your mind
comes directly from your source and is your most valuable quality to
create an “artfields of total experience” or any other art.

In this source we are all connected as one, altrough we all have our
own individuality and our original way how to express this sourceenergy into the outside world. In the source the archetypical
blueprints of an eternal truth are stored. The whole human race is
connected to these blueprints no matter to which nationality you
belong, what the colour of your skinn is or which religion your feel
affected with. So on this level we will teach you a lot about these
archetypical blueprints and how you can use these “basis-humanneeds” in your Artfields to rise the awareness of you and your
visiters.
To support you to devellop your awareness in this direction we will
offer you many new methods and proofen technics, like:
- Rebirthing: a intense breathingtechnic to bring you in contact with
disturbing emotions in your subconscious for the purpose of releasing
these obstacles.

- Centering exercises: playfull exercises to find you inner center, the
balans between your male and female side.
- Tai-chi : slow movements of the body to balance the energy and
the attention.

- Polarity massage : a group massage technic working with polarities
to stimulate the streaming of lifeenergy and heal the emotional body.
- Clay bath: Body cleaning through clay and earth-energy to balance
the emotions.
- Sound bowls relaxation: deep relaxation through the magic sound
of sound bowls, gongs and bells.
- Intuitive dialoge: Speaking with the inner child to get rid of
undigested emotional memories.
- Dehypnotherapy methods: Pendeltechnics to make contact with the
innerchild, trapdoor visualisations for healing disturbing addictions,
“the work” from Byron Katy to let go of old habbits, etc.
- Drawing time-pictures: making spontanieus drawings of a past
situation in your childhood for rekapitulating the past as it was and
let it go with all the emotions.
- and much more.
The essentual or spiritual level
On the essentual or spiritual level you can learn to know yourself,
your pure conscieusness. Your conscieusness is always there, but ist
is always occupied with something outside you and it is never resting
in his/her own energy. With meditation and other methods we want
to learn you how you can be totally there in the actual moment with
your full attention.
The meditations we will offer you are:
- Kundalini meditation: a intensive meditation in 4 stages from
movement till silence.
- Nada Brahma: a tibetan nightmeditation with slow movements.
- Gourishankar: a breathing, movement and silence meditation to
bring you on the top of the mountain.
- Whirling: a traditional Sufimeditation with whirling and silence.
- Chakrasound: a deep relax evening meditation.
- Mandala: through circle movements from the outside to the inside.

-

Mirror meditation: meeting with your inner faces.
Tratak: a meditation to open up the inner eye.
Vipassana: a traditional buddhist silence meditation.
and much more.

Thank you for your attention.

